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American Ulysses A Life Of Ulysses S Grant
Historians have traditionally drawn distinctions between Ulysses S. Grant's military and political careers. In Let Us Have Peace, Brooks
Simpson questions such distinctions and offers a new understanding of this often enigmatic leader. He argues that during the 1860s Grant
was both soldier and politician, for military and civil policy were inevitably intertwined during the Civil War and Reconstruction era. According
to Simpson, Grant instinctively understood that war was 'politics by other means.' Moreover, he realized that civil wars presented special
challenges: reconciliation, not conquest, was the Union's ultimate goal. And in peace, Grant sought to secure what had been won in war,
stepping in to assume a more active role in policymaking when the intransigence of white Southerners and the obstructionist behavior of
President Andrew Johnson threatened to spoil the fruits of Northern victory.
The Civil War's greatest general as you've never seen him before, in a revealing collection of letters to his wife Julia introduced by Ron
Chernow. Ulysses S. Grant is justly celebrated as the author of one of the finest military autobiographies ever written, yet many readers of his
Personal Memoirs are unaware that during his army years Grant wrote hundreds of intimate and revealing letters to his wife, Julia Dent Grant.
Presented with an introduction by acclaimed biographer Ron Chernow, My Dearest Julia collects more than eighty of these letters, beginning
with their engagement in 1844 and ending with the Union victory in 1865. They record Grant's first experience under fire in Mexico ("There is
no great sport in having bullets flying about one in evry direction but I find they have less horror when among them than when in
anticipation"), the aching homesickness that led him to resign from the peacetime army, and his rapid rise to high command during the Civil
War. Often written in haste, sometimes within the sound of gunfire, his wartime letters vividly capture the immediacy and uncertainty of the
conflict. Grant initially hoped for an early conclusion to the fighting, but then came to accept that the war would have no easy end. "The world
has never seen so bloody or so protracted a battle as the one being fought," he wrote from Spotsylvania in 1864, "and I hope never will
again."
Not since Bruce Catton has there been such an absorbing and exciting biography of Ulysses S. Grant. “Grant is a mystery to me,” said
William Tecumseh Sherman, “and I believe he is a mystery to himself.” Geoffrey Perret’s account offers new insights into Grant the
commander and Grant the president that would have astonished both his friends, such as Sherman, and his enemies. Based on extensive
research, including material either not seen or not used by other writers, this biography explains for the first time how Ulysses S. Grant’s
military genius ultimately triumphed as he created a new approach to battle. He was, says Perret, “the man who taught the army how to
fight.” As president, Grant was widely misunderstood and underrated. That was mainly because he was, as Perret shows, the first modern
president—the first man to preside over a rich, industrialized America that had put slavery behind it and was struggling to provide racial justice
for all. Grant’s story—from a frontier boyhood to West Point; from heroic feats in the Mexican War to grinding poverty in St. Louis; from his
return to the army and eventual election to the presidency; from his two-year journey around the world to his final battle to finish his Personal
Memoirs—is one of the most adventurous and moving in American history.
Ulysses S Grant The list of American war heroes who went on to become presidents includes men as little remembered as Zachary Taylor
and as famous as Dwight D. Eisenhower. While venerable though these men are and significant their place in American history, they cannot
equal the status of Ulysses S. Grant, the Civil War general who rose through the ranks from virtual obscurity to command. Inside you will read
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about... - The Undistinguished Hiram Ulysses Grant - The Mexican War and Marriage - The Failure - War to the Rescue - The Triumphant
General Grant - The War Hero President - Government: The Next Battlefield - The Last Battle He was a modest man with a series of failures
behind him, but when success came to him on the battlefield, it brought a nation back to wholeness. Grant faced financial ruin, alcoholism,
family trials, and cancer with the same steady courage that he employed in battle. He is one of the most famous, yet also one of the least wellknown, of America's heroes, well worth an introduction.
Grant's Tomb
Grant and Twain
The Civil War Diary of LeRoy Wiley Gresham, 1860-1865
The Personal Memoirs of Julia Dent Grant
A Life of Ulysses S. Grant
His Life and Character

A remarkable account of the collapse of the Old South and the final years of a young boy’s privileged but afflicted life. LeRoy
Wiley Gresham was born in 1847 to an affluent slave-holding family in Macon, Georgia. After a horrific leg injury left him an
invalid, the educated, inquisitive, perceptive, and exceptionally witty twelve-year-old began keeping a diary in 1860—just as
secession and the Civil War began tearing the country and his world apart. He continued to write even as his health
deteriorated until both the war and his life ended in 1865. His unique manuscript of the demise of the Old South is published
here for the first time in The War Outside My Window. LeRoy read books, devoured newspapers and magazines, listened to
gossip, and discussed and debated important social and military issues with his parents and others. He wrote daily for five
years, putting pen to paper with a vim and tongue-in-cheek vigor that impresses even now, more than 150 years later. His
practical, philosophical, and occasionally Twain-like hilarious observations cover politics and the secession movement, the
long and increasingly destructive Civil War, family pets, a wide variety of hobbies and interests, and what life was like at the
center of a socially prominent wealthy family in the important Confederate manufacturing center of Macon. The young scribe
often voiced concern about the family’s pair of plantations outside town, and recorded his interactions and relationships with
servants as he pondered the fate of human bondage and his family’s declining fortunes. Unbeknownst to LeRoy, he was
chronicling his own slow and painful descent toward death in tandem with the demise of the Southern Confederacy. He
recorded—often in horrific detail—an increasingly painful and debilitating disease that robbed him of his childhood. The
teenager’s declining health is a consistent thread coursing through his fascinating journals. “I feel more discouraged [and]
less hopeful about getting well than I ever did before,” he wrote on March 17, 1863. “I am weaker and more helpless than I
ever was.” Morphine and a score of other “remedies” did little to ease his suffering. Abscesses developed; nagging coughs
and pain consumed him. Alternating between bouts of euphoria and despondency, he often wrote, “Saw off my leg.” The War
Outside My Window, edited and annotated by Janet Croon with helpful footnotes and a detailed family biographical chart,
captures the spirit and the character of a young privileged white teenager witnessing the demise of his world even as his own
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body slowly failed him. Just as Anne Frank has come down to us as the adolescent voice of World War II, LeRoy Gresham will
now be remembered as the young voice of the Civil War South. Winner, 2018, The Douglas Southall Freeman Award
100 Best Non Fiction Books has its origins in the recent 2 year-long Observer serial which every week featured a work of non
fiction). It is also a companion volume to McCrum's very successful 100 Best Novels published by Galileo in 2015. The list of
books starts in 1611 with the King James Bible and ends in 2014 with Elizabeth Kolbert's The Sixth Extinction. And in
between, on this extraordinary voyage through the written treasures of our culture we meet Pepys' Diaries, Charles Darwin's
The Origin of Species, Stephen Hawking's A Brief History of Time and a whole host of additional works.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of A. Lincoln, a major new biography of one of America’s greatest
generals—and most misunderstood presidents Winner of the William Henry Seward Award for Excellence in Civil War
Biography • Finalist for the Gilder-Lehrman Military History Book Prize In his time, Ulysses S. Grant was routinely grouped
with George Washington and Abraham Lincoln in the “Trinity of Great American Leaders.” But the battlefield
commander–turned–commander-in-chief fell out of favor in the twentieth century. In American Ulysses, Ronald C. White
argues that we need to once more revise our estimates of him in the twenty-first. Based on seven years of research with
primary documents—some of them never examined by previous Grant scholars—this is destined to become the Grant
biography of our time. White, a biographer exceptionally skilled at writing momentous history from the inside out, shows
Grant to be a generous, curious, introspective man and leader—a willing delegator with a natural gift for managing the
rampaging egos of his fellow officers. His wife, Julia Dent Grant, long marginalized in the historic record, emerges in her own
right as a spirited and influential partner. Grant was not only a brilliant general but also a passionate defender of equal rights
in post-Civil War America. After winning election to the White House in 1868, he used the power of the federal government to
battle the Ku Klux Klan. He was the first president to state that the government’s policy toward American Indians was
immoral, and the first ex-president to embark on a world tour, and he cemented his reputation for courage by racing against
death to complete his Personal Memoirs. Published by Mark Twain, it is widely considered to be the greatest autobiography
by an American leader, but its place in Grant’s life story has never been fully explored—until now. One of those rare books
that successfully recast our impression of an iconic historical figure, American Ulysses gives us a finely honed, threedimensional portrait of Grant the man—husband, father, leader, writer—that should set the standard by which all future
biographies of him will be measured. Praise for American Ulysses “[Ronald C. White] portrays a deeply introspective man of
ideals, a man of measured thought and careful action who found himself in the crosshairs of American history at its most
crucial moment.”—USA Today “White delineates Grant’s virtues better than any author before. . . . By the end, readers will
see how fortunate the nation was that Grant went into the world—to save the Union, to lead it and, on his deathbed, to write
one of the finest memoirs in all of American letters.”—The New York Times Book Review “Ronald White has restored Ulysses
S. Grant to his proper place in history with a biography whose breadth and tone suit the man perfectly. Like Grant himself,
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this book will have staying power.”—The Wall Street Journal “Magisterial . . . Grant’s esteem in the eyes of historians has
increased significantly in the last generation. . . . [American Ulysses] is the newest heavyweight champion in this
movement.”—The Boston Globe “Superb . . . illuminating, inspiring and deeply moving.”—Chicago Tribune “In this
sympathetic, rigorously sourced biography, White . . . conveys the essence of Grant the man and Grant the
warrior.”—Newsday
The fact that Abraham Lincoln is now universally recognized as America’s greatest political orator would have surprised
many of the citizens who voted him into office. Ungainly in stature and awkward in manner, the newly elected Lincoln was
considered a Western stump speaker and debater devoid of rhetorical polish. Then, after the outbreak of the Civil War, he
stood before the nation to deliver his Message to Congress in Special Session on July 4, 1861, and, as a contemporary editor
put it, “some of us who doubted were wrong.” In The Eloquent President, historian Ronald White examines Lincoln’s
astonishing oratory and explores his growth as a leader, a communicator, and a man of deepening spiritual conviction.
Examining a different speech, address, or public letter in each chapter, White tracks the evolution of Lincoln’s rhetoric from
the measured, lawyerly tones of the First Inaugural, to the imaginative daring of the 1862 Annual Message to Congress, to
the haunting, immortal poetry of the Gettysburg Address. As a speaker who appealed not to intellect alone, but also to the
hearts and souls of citizens, Lincoln persuaded the nation to follow him during the darkest years of the Civil War. Through
the speeches and what surrounded them–the great battles and political crises, the president’s private anguish and despair,
the impact of his words on the public, the press, and the nation at war–we see the full sweep and meaning of the Lincoln
presidency. As he weighs the biblical cadences and vigorous parallel structures that make Lincoln’s rhetoric soar, White
identifies a passionate religious strain that most historians have overlooked. It is White’s contention that as president Lincoln
not only grew into an inspiring leader and determined commander in chief, but also embarked on a spiritual odyssey that led
to a profound understanding of the relationship between human action and divine will. Brilliantly written, boldly original in
conception, The Eloquent President blends history, biography, and a deep intuitive appreciation for the quality of Lincoln’s
extraordinary mind. With grace and insight, White captures the essence of the four most critical years of Lincoln’s life and
makes the great words live for our time in all their power and beauty.
The Social Gospel
The Complete Biography of the Commanding General of the Union and 18th President of the United States; Based on the Life
and Personal Memoirs of Ulysses Grant
Religion and Reform in Changing America
The Annotated Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant
U. S. Grant
(Mrs. Ulysses S. Grant)
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The underappreciated presidency of the military man who won the Civil War and then had to
win the peace as well As a general, Ulysses S. Grant is routinely described in glowing
terms-the man who turned the tide of the Civil War, who accepted Lee's surrender at
Appomattox, and who had the stomach to see the war through to final victory. But his
presidency is another matter-the most common word used to characterize it is "scandal."
Grant is routinely portrayed as a man out of his depth, whose trusting nature and handsoff management style opened the federal coffers to unprecedented plunder. But that
caricature does not do justice to the realities of Grant's term in office, as Josiah
Bunting III shows in this provocative assessment of our eighteenth president. Grant came
to Washington in 1869 to lead a capital and a country still bitterly divided by four
years of civil war. His predecessor, Andrew Johnson, had been impeached and nearly driven
from office, and the radical Republicans in Congress were intent on imposing harsh
conditions on the Southern states before allowing them back into the Union. Grant made it
his priority to forge the states into a single nation, and Bunting shows that despite the
troubles that characterized Grant's terms in office, he was able to accomplish this most
important task-very often through the skillful use of his own popularity with the
American people. Grant was indeed a military man of the highest order, and he was a
better president than he is often given credit for.
The moving story of Ulysses S. Grant's final battle, and the definitive account of the
national memorial honoring him as one of America's most enduring heroes The final resting
place of Ulysses S. Grant, the victorious general in the Civil War and the eighteenth
president of the United States, is a colossal neoclassical tomb located in the most
dynamic city in the country. It is larger than the final resting place of any other
president or any other person in America. Since its creation, the popularity and
condition of this monument, built to honor the man and what he represented to a grateful
nation at the time of his death, a mere twenty years after the end of the Civil War, have
reflected not only Grant's legacy in the public mind but also the state of New York City
and of the Union. In this fascinating, deeply researched book, presidential historian
Louis L. Picone recounts the full story. He begins with Grant's heroic final battle
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during the last year of his life, to complete his memoirs in order to secure his family's
financial future while contending with painful, incurable cancer. Grant accomplished this
just days before his death, and his memoirs, published by Mark Twain, became a
bestseller. Accompanying his account with numerous period photographs, Picone narrates
the national response to Grant's passing and how his tomb came to be: the intense
competition to be the resting place for Grant's remains, the origins of the memorial and
its design, the struggle to finance and build it over the course of twelve years, and the
vicissitudes of its afterlife in the history of the nation up to recent times.
In the tradition of Wills's "Lincoln at Gettysburg, Lincoln's Greatest Speech" combines
impeccable scholarship and lively, engaging writing to reveal the full meaning of one of
the greatest speeches in the nation's history.
From New York Times bestselling author H. W. Brands, a masterful biography of the Civil
War general and two-term president who saved the Union twice, on the battlefield and in
the White House, holding the country together at two critical turning points in our
history. Ulysses Grant rose from obscurity to discover he had a genius for battle, and he
propelled the Union to victory in the Civil War. After Abraham Lincoln's assassination
and the disastrous brief presidency of Andrew Johnson, America turned to Grant again to
unite the country, this time as president. In Brands's sweeping, majestic full biography,
Grant emerges as a heroic figure who was fearlessly on the side of right. He was a
beloved commander in the field but willing to make the troop sacrifices necessary to win
the war, even in the face of storms of criticism. He worked valiantly to protect the
rights of freedmen in the South; Brands calls him the last presidential defender of black
civil rights for nearly a century. He played it straight with the American Indians,
allowing them to shape their own fate even as the realities of Manifest Destiny meant the
end of their way of life. He was an enormously popular president whose memoirs were a
huge bestseller; yet within decades of his death his reputation was in tatters, the
victim of Southerners who resented his policies on Reconstruction. In this page-turning
biography, Brands now reconsiders Grant's legacy and provides a compelling and intimate
portrait of a man who saved the Union on the battlefield and consolidated that victory as
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a resolute and principled political leader.
Memoir of the Life and Public Services of John Charles Frémont ...
The Presidency of Ulysses S. Grant
The Man Who Saved the Union
My Dearest Julia: The Wartime Letters of Ulysses S. Grant to His Wife
Lincoln in Private
The Eloquent President
“An intimate character portrait and fascinating inquiry into the basis of Lincoln’s energetic, curious
mind.”—The Wall Street Journal WINNER OF THE BARONDESS/LINCOLN AWARD • From the New
York Times bestselling author of A. Lincoln and American Ulysses, a revelatory glimpse into the
intellectual journey of our sixteenth president through his private notes to himself, explored together
here for the first time A deeply private man, shut off even to those who worked closely with him,
Abraham Lincoln often captured “his best thoughts,” as he called them, in short notes to himself. He
would work out his personal stances on the biggest issues of the day, never expecting anyone to see
these frank, unpolished pieces of writing, which he’d then keep close at hand, in desk drawers and even
in his top hat. The profound importance of these notes has been overlooked, because the originals are
scattered across several different archives and have never before been brought together and examined
as a coherent whole. Now, renowned Lincoln historian Ronald C. White walks readers through twelve of
Lincoln’s most important private notes, showcasing our greatest president’s brilliance and empathy, but
also his very human anxieties and ambitions. We look over Lincoln’s shoulder as he grapples with the
problem of slavery, attempting to find convincing rebuttals to those who supported the evil institution
(“As I would not be a slave, so I would not be a master. This expresses my idea of democracy.”); prepares
for his historic debates with Stephen Douglas; expresses his private feelings after a defeated bid for a
Senate seat (“With me, the race of ambition has been a failure—a flat failure”); voices his concerns about
the new Republican Party’s long-term prospects; develops an argument for national unity amidst a
secession crisis that would ultimately rend the nation in two; and, for a president many have viewed as
not religious, develops a sophisticated theological reflection in the midst of the Civil War (“it is quite
possible that God’s purpose is something different from the purpose of either party”). Additionally, in a
historic first, all 111 Lincoln notes are transcribed in the appendix, a gift to scholars and Lincoln buffs
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alike. These are notes Lincoln never expected anyone to read, put into context by a writer who has spent
his career studying Lincoln’s life and words. The result is a rare glimpse into the mind and soul of one of
our nation’s most important figures.
Summary, Analysis & Review of Ronald C. White's American Ulysses by Instaread Preview: Ronald C.
White's American Ulysses: A Life of Ulysses S. Grant is a biography of general, president, and statesman
Ulysses S. Grant. During his lifetime, Grant was considered one of the great American leaders,
comparable to George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. His reputation has fallen over time, but author
Ronald White aims to restore him to his former glory. Grant was born Hiram Ulysses Grant in Ohio in
1822. He was the eldest son of Jesse Root Grant, a tanner. Jesse hoped that Ulysses would take over the
tannery business, but Ulysses hated the work. Jesse decided that Ulysses should attend West Point and
arranged for him to be nominated by Congressman Thomas L. Hamer. Hamer miswrote Grant's name as
Ulysses Simpson Grant, which became his name for the rest of his life. At West Point, Grant read novels
voraciously and excelled at horsemanship. He did well in mathematics and... PLEASE NOTE: This is a
Summary, Analysis & Review of the book and NOT the original book. Inside this Summary, Analysis &
Review of Ronald C. White's American Ulysses by Instaread · Summary of the Book · Important People ·
Character Analysis · Analysis of the Themes and Author's Style About the Author With Instaread, you can
get the key takeaways, summary and analysis of a book in 15 minutes. We read every chapter, identify
the key takeaways and analyze them for your convenience. Visit our website at instaread.co.
In the spring of 1884 Ulysses S. Grant heeded the advice of Mark Twain and finally agreed to write his
memoirs. Little did Grant or Twain realize that this seemingly straightforward decision would profoundly
alter not only both their lives but the course of American literature. Over the next fifteen months, as the
two men became close friends and intimate collaborators, Grant raced against the spread of cancer to
compose a triumphant account of his life and times—while Twain struggled to complete and publish his
greatest novel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.In this deeply moving and meticulously researched book,
veteran writer Mark Perry reconstructs the heady months when Grant and Twain inspired and cajoled
each other to create two quintessentially American masterpieces. In a bold and colorful narrative, Perry
recounts the early careers of these two giants, traces their quest for fame and elusive fortunes, and then
follows the series of events that brought them together as friends. The reason Grant let Twain talk him
into writing his memoirs was simple: He was bankrupt and needed the money. Twain promised Grant
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princely returns in exchange for the right to edit and publish the book—and though the writer’s own
finances were tottering, he kept his word to the general and his family. Mortally ill and battling debts,
magazine editors, and a constant crush of reporters, Grant fought bravely to get the story of his life and
his Civil War victories down on paper. Twain, meanwhile, staked all his hopes, both financial and
literary, on the tale of a ragged boy and a runaway slave that he had been unable to finish for decades.
As Perry delves into the story of the men’s deepening friendship and mutual influence, he arrives at the
startling discovery of the true model for the character of Huckleberry Finn. With a cast of fascinating
characters, including General William T. Sherman, William Dean Howells, William Henry Vanderbilt, and
Abraham Lincoln, Perry’s narrative takes in the whole sweep of a glittering, unscrupulous age. A story of
friendship and history, inspiration and desperation, genius and ruin, Grant and Twain captures a pivotal
moment in the lives of two towering Americans and the age they epitomized.
ULYSSES James Joyce's novel Ulysses is said to be one of the most important works in Modernist
literature. It details Leopold Bloom's passage through Dublin on an ordinary day: June 16, 1904. Causing
controversy, obscenity trials and heated debates, Ulysses is a pioneering work that brims with puns,
parodies, allusions, stream-of-consciousness writing and clever structuring. Modern Library ranked it as
number one on its list of the twentieth century's 100 greatest English-language novels and Martin Amis
called it one of the greatest novels ever written. ULYSSES Ulysses is a modernist novel by Irish writer
James Joyce. It is considered to be one of the most important works of modernist literature, and has been
called "a demonstration and summation of the entire movement". Ulysses chronicles the peripatetic
appointments and encounters of Leopold Bloom in Dublin in the course of an ordinary day, 16 June 1904.
Ulysses is the Latinised name of Odysseus, the hero of Homer's epic poem Odyssey, and the novel
establishes a series of parallels between its characters and events and those of the poem (the
correspondence of Leopold Bloom to Odysseus, Molly Bloom to Penelope, and Stephen Dedalus to
Telemachus). Joyce divided Ulysses into 18 chapters or "episodes". At first glance much of the book may
appear unstructured and chaotic; Joyce once said that he had "put in so many enigmas and puzzles that
it will keep the professors busy for centuries arguing over what I meant", which would earn the novel
"immortality". James Joyce (1882-1941) was an Irish novelist and poet, considered to be one of the most
influential writers in the modernist avant-garde of the early 20th century. Joyce is best known for
Ulysses, the short-story collection Dubliners, and the novels A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and
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Finnegans Wake. ULYSSES As the day begins, Stephen Dedalus is displeased with his friend and
remains aloof. A little later, he teaches history at Garrett Deasy’s boys’ school. ULYSSES Leopold Bloom
begins his day by preparing breakfast for his wife, Molly Bloom. He serves it to her in bed along with the
mail. ULYSSES As their day unfolds, Joyce paints for us a picture of not only what’s happening outside
but also what’s happening inside their minds. ULYSSES Drawing on the characters, motifs and symbols
of Homer’s Odyssey, James Joyce’s Ulysses is a remarkable modernist novel. It has lived through various
criticisms and controversies and has undergone several theatre, film and television adaptations. It
continues to remain a literary masterpiece. ULYSSES
Ulysses S. Grant
What His Most Personal Reflections Tell Us About Our Greatest President
Ulysses S Grant
Two Volumes in One
Crucible of Command
Ulysses
The First Lady's account of experiences during her husband's military and political careers
Ulysses S. Grant remains the most noteworthy general who fought for the Union in the American Civil War. He would
later go on to become the 18th president of the United States. This true, detailed, and complete biography relies on all
available and credible sources to tell the story of this remarkable figure in American history. Grant was an American giant
who was responsible in large part for holding the country together during one of its most challenging periods. Grant
delivered a victory for the Union, uniting the states once again and shaping the modern superpower that America would
go on to become.Now award-winning biographer Don Sherman delivers an unforgettable and riveting account of Ulysses
S. Grant, the visionary general and president who influenced America in a way that few people have. With a mix of
leadership, bravery, and cunning, Grant forever left his mark on the United States of America.In this full-length biography
of Ulysses S. Grant, Don Sherman tells the captivating tale of a man who led a young and deeply divided America
through a bitter civil war. Don Sherman's Ulysses S. Grant has been recognized as one of the best biographies of Grant
ever written, and is destined to become the text that will define Grant's legacy for generations to come.Don Sherman's
treatment of Ulysses S. Grant is comprehensive and extensive, describing a life of dedication and service. Never has a
more complete biography of Ulysses S. Grant been published, and through Sherman's telling of Grant's trials, victories,
and failures, the reader can truly see just how close America was to forever being divided. During our contemporary
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times marked by fervent political polarization, Sherman's biography reminds readers of the values and spirit that unites us
all as Americans. Ron Sherman's treatment of the life of Ulysses S. Grant is adrenaline-charged, revealing, memorable,
and second to none.
A detailed analysis of Grant's eight years in the White House, the book examines his policies and actions in numerous
areas such as Reconstruction, economic policy, civil service reform, and foreign affairs.
With kaleidoscopic, trenchant, path-breaking insights, Elizabeth D. Samet has produced the most ambitious edition of
Ulysses Grant’s Memoirs yet published. One hundred and thirty-three years after its 1885 publication by Mark Twain,
Elizabeth Samet has annotated this lavish edition of Grant’s landmark memoir, and expands the Civil War backdrop
against which this monumental American life is typically read. No previous edition combines such a sweep of historical
and cultural contexts with the literary authority that Samet, an English professor obsessed with Grant for decades, brings
to the table. Whether exploring novels Grant read at West Point or presenting majestic images culled from archives,
Samet curates a richly annotated, highly collectible edition that will fascinate Civil War buffs. The edition also breaks new
ground in its attack on the “Lost Cause” revisionism that still distorts our national conversation about the legacy of the
Civil War. Never has Grant’s transformation from tanner’s son to military leader been more insightfully and passionately
explained than in this timely edition, appearing on the 150th anniversary of Grant’s 1868 presidential election.
Soldier & President
Personal Memoirs of U.S. Grant
The Second Inaugural
The 100 Best Nonfiction Books of All Time
A Portrait of Lincoln Through His Words
The General’s Wife: The Life of Mrs. Ulysses S. Grant
Winner of the Civil War Round Table of New York’s Fletcher Pratt Literary Award Winner of the Austin Civil War Round Table’s
Daniel M. & Marilyn W. Laney Book Prize Winner of an Army Historical Foundation Distinguished Writing Award “A superb
account” (The Wall Street Journal) of the longest and most decisive military campaign of the Civil War in Vicksburg, Mississippi,
which opened the Mississippi River, split the Confederacy, freed tens of thousands of slaves, and made Ulysses S. Grant the most
important general of the war. Vicksburg, Mississippi, was the last stronghold of the Confederacy on the Mississippi River. It
prevented the Union from using the river for shipping between the Union-controlled Midwest and New Orleans and the Gulf of
Mexico. The Union navy tried to take Vicksburg, which sat on a high bluff overlooking the river, but couldn’t do it. It took Grant’s
army and Admiral David Porter’s navy to successfully invade Mississippi and lay siege to Vicksburg, forcing the city to surrender.
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In this “elegant…enlightening…well-researched and well-told” (Publishers Weekly) work, Donald L. Miller tells the full story of
this year-long campaign to win the city “with probing intelligence and irresistible passion” (Booklist). He brings to life all the
drama, characters, and significance of Vicksburg, a historic moment that rivals any war story in history. In the course of the
campaign, tens of thousands of slaves fled to the Union lines, where more than twenty thousand became soldiers, while others
seized the plantations they had been forced to work on, destroying the economy of a large part of Mississippi and creating a social
revolution. With Vicksburg “Miller has produced a model work that ties together military and social history” (Civil War Times).
Vicksburg solidified Grant’s reputation as the Union’s most capable general. Today no general would ever be permitted to fail as
often as Grant did, but ultimately he succeeded in what he himself called the most important battle of the war—the one that all but
sealed the fate of the Confederacy.
A dramatic portrait of one of America's most compelling generals and presidents, Ulysses S. Grant, by Pulitzer Prize winner Ron
Chernow, author of the book on which the astonishing musical Hamilton is based. As late as April 1861, when the American Civil
War broke out, Ulysses S. Grant was a dismal failure. A competent officer in the war against Mexico, he had resigned from the
army over his drinking and had sunk into poverty as a civilian, losing all his money in hopeless investments. He had failed to secure
the command of a volunteer unit and was about to return to his abject life working in his family's leather-goods store when he was
offered the colonelcy of an Illinois regiment. Less than four years later he was the commanding general of the victorious Union
armies and was hailed as a military genius. He later served two terms as President of the United States. This is the epic biography
of a very unheroic American hero, a modest, reticent and principled man who surprised the world and changed it for the better.
Summary, Analysis & Review of Ronald C. White's American Ulysses by Instaread Preview: Ronald C. White's American Ulysses:
A Life of Ulysses S. Grant is a biography of general, president, and statesman Ulysses S. Grant. During his lifetime, Grant was
considered one of the great American leaders, comparable to George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. His reputation has fallen
over time, but author Ronald White aims to restore him to his former glory. Grant was born Hiram Ulysses Grant in Ohio in 1822.
He was the eldest son of Jesse Root Grant, a tanner. Jesse hoped that Ulysses would take over the tannery business, but Ulysses
hated the work. Jesse decided that Ulysses should attend West Point and arranged for him to be nominated by Congressman
Thomas L. Hamer. Hamer miswrote Grant's name as Ulysses Simpson Grant, which became his name for the rest of his life. At
West Point, Grant read novels voraciously and excelled at horsemanship. He did well in mathematics and... PLEASE NOTE: This is
a Summary, Analysis & Review of the book and NOT the original book. Inside this Summary, Analysis & Review of Ronald C.
White's American Ulysses by Instaread Summary of the Book Important People Character Analysis Analysis of the Themes and
Author's Style About the Author With Instaread, you can get the key takeaways, summary and analysis of a book in 15 minutes. We
read every chapter, identify the key takeaways and analyze them for your convenience. Visit our website at instaread.co.
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Ulysses S. Grant certainly does not have the typical war hero “back story.” Although a graduate of West Point, he never wanted to
be a soldier and was terrified when he first saw battle. However, during the Civil War, after many Northern generals failed to
deliver decisive victories, U.S. Grant rose to what the times required. He took command of Union forces, helped bring the war to an
end in 1865, and went on to serve two terms as president.
Ulysses Grant in War and Peace
Grant's Last Battle
The Unlikely Hero
A Life from Beginning to End
Triumph Over Adversity, 1822-1865
A. Lincoln
A dual biography and a fresh approach to the always compelling subject of these two iconic leaders—how
they fashioned a distinctly American war, and a lasting peace, that fundamentally changed our nation
Arguing that Grant has been underrated by historians, the author seeks to correct the record with this
new assessment of the celebrated Civil War general and Reconstruction-era president.
"Combines scholarly exactness with evocative passages....Biography at its best."—Marcus Cunliffe, The
New York Times Book Review; Winner of the Pulitzer Prize. The seminal biography of one of America's
towering, enigmatic figures. From his boyhood in Ohio to the battlefields of the Civil War and his
presidency during the crucial years of Reconstruction, this Pulitzer Prize-winning biography traces the
entire arc of Grant's life (1822-1885). "A moving and convincing portrait....profound understanding of
the man as well as his period and his country."—C. Vann Woodward, New York Review of Books
"Clearsightedness, along with McFeely's unfailing intelligence and his existential sympathy...informs
his entire biography."—Justin Kaplan, The New Republic
A history professor sheds light on Grant's often successful intelligence efforts during the Civil War,
showing how he was able to overcome Lee's mobility with effective eyes and ears trained on his
movements.
Grant
Grant's Secret Service
Grant's Campaign That Broke the Confederacy
Ulysses S. Grant and the Politics of War and Reconstruction, 1861-1868
The War Outside My Window
The Story Behind the Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant
"The former general in chief of the Union armies during the Civil War . . . the two-term president of
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the United States . . . the beloved ambassador of American goodwill around the globe . . . the respected
New York financierãUlysses S. Grantãwas dying. The hardscrabble man who regularly smoked 20 cigars a day
had developed terminal throat cancer. Thus began Grantês final battleãa race against his own failing
health to complete his Personal Memoirs in an attempt to secure his familyês financial security. But the
project evolved into something far more: an effort to secure the very meaning of the Civil War itself
and how it would be remembered. The news of Grantês illness came swift on the heels of his financial
ruin. Business partners had swindled him and his family out of everything but the money he and his wife
had in their pockets and the family cookie jar. Investors lost millions. The public ire that turned on
Grant first suspected malfeasance, then incompetence, then unfortunate, naive neglect. In this maelstrom
of woe, Grant refused to surrender. Putting pen to paper, the hero of Appomattox embarked on his final
campaign: an effort to write his memoirs before he died. The Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant, would
cement his place as not only one of Americaês greatest heroes but also as one of its most sublime
literary voices. Filled with personal intrigues of its own and supported by a cast of colorful
characters that included Mark Twain, William Vanderbilt, and P. T. Barnum, Grantês Last Battle recounts
a deeply personal story as dramatic for Grant as any of his battlefield exploits. Authors Chris
Mackowski and Kristopher D. White have recounted Grantês battlefield exploits as historians at
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park, and Mackowski, as an academic, has studied
Grantês literary career. Their familiarity with the former president as a general and as a writer bring
Grantês Last Battle to life with new insight, told with the engaging prose that has become the hallmark
of the Emerging Civil War Series."
Many modern historians have painted Ulysses S. Grant as a butcher, a drunk, and a failure as president.
Others have argued the exact opposite and portray him with saintlike levels of ethic and intellect. In
Ulysses S. Grant: Triumph over Adversity 1822â??1865, historian Brooks D. Simpson takes neither
approach, recognizing Grant as a complex and human figure with human faults, strengths, and motivations.
Simpson offers a balanced and complete study of Grant from birth to the end of the Civil War, with
particular emphasis on his military career and family life and the struggles he overcame in his unlikely
rise from unremarkable beginnings to his later fame as commander of the Union Army. Chosen as a New York
Times Notable Book upon its original publication, Ulysses S. Grant is a readable, thoroughly researched
portrait that sheds light on this controversial figure.
This book examines the life of John Charles Frémont, American explorer, politician, and soldier who, in
1856, became the first candidate of the anti-slavery Republican Party for the office of President of the
United States.
“Michael Korda has delivered a jewel of a short life of Ulysses S. Grant, a general deadly on the
battlefield and unprepossessing off it. As a biographer Korda is Grant-like himself: unambiguous,
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decisive, clear. The book is a joy to read.” --Larry McMurtry, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Lonesome
Dove The first officer since George Washington to become a four-star general in the United States Army,
Ulysses S. Grant was a man who managed to end the Civil War on a note of grace, and was the only
president between Andrew Jackson and Woodrow Wilson to serve eight consecutive years in the White House.
The son of an Ohio tanner, he has long been remembered as a brilliant general but a failed president
whose second term ended in financial and political scandal. But now acclaimed, bestselling author
Michael Korda offers a dramatic reconsideration of the man, his life, and his presidency. Ulysses S.
Grant is an evenhanded and stirring portrait of a flawed leader who nevertheless ably guided America
through a pivotal juncture in its history.
The American Presidents Series: The 18th President, 1869-1877
Let Us Have Peace
Summary, Analysis & Review of Ronald C. White's American Ulysses by Instaread
The Intelligence War from Belmont to Appomattox
A Biography
The Epic Death of Ulysses S. Grant and the Making of an American Pantheon

Author note: Ronald C. White, Jr. is Chaplain and Assistant Professor of Religion at Whitworth College in Spokane, Washington.
>P>C. Howard Hopkins is Professor of History Emeritus at Rider College and Director of the John R. Mott Biography Project. He
is the author of The Rise of the Social Gospel in American Protestantism.
If you read one book about Lincoln, make it A. Lincoln. ̶USA Today NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
Washington Post • The Philadelphia Inquirer • The Christian Science Monitor • St. Louis Post-Dispatch. NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE CHRISTOPHER AWARD Everyone wants to define the man who signed his name A. Lincoln. In
his lifetime and ever since, friend and foe have taken it upon themselves to characterize Lincoln according to their own label or
libel. In this magnificent book, Ronald C. White, Jr., offers a fresh and compelling definition of Lincoln as a man of
integrity‒what today s commentators would call authenticity ‒whose moral compass holds the key to understanding
his life. Through meticulous research of the newly completed Lincoln Legal Papers, as well as of recently discovered letters and
photographs, White provides a portrait of Lincoln s personal, political, and moral evolution. White shows us Lincoln as a man
who would leave a trail of thoughts in his wake, jotting ideas on scraps of paper and filing them in his top hat or the bottom
drawer of his desk; a country lawyer who asked questions in order to figure out his own thinking on an issue, as much as to
argue the case; a hands-on commander in chief who, as soldiers and sailors watched in amazement, commandeered a boat and
ordered an attack on Confederate shore batteries at the tip of the Virginia peninsula; a man who struggled with the immorality
of slavery and as president acted publicly and privately to outlaw it forever; and finally, a president involved in a religious
odyssey who wrote, for his own eyes only, a profound meditation on the will of God in the Civil War that would become the
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basis of his finest address. Most enlightening, the Abraham Lincoln who comes into focus in this stellar narrative is a person of
intellectual curiosity, comfortable with ambiguity, unafraid to think anew and act anew. A transcendent, sweeping,
passionately written biography that greatly expands our knowledge and understanding of its subject, A. Lincoln will engage a
whole new generation of Americans. It is poised to shed a profound light on our greatest president just as America
commemorates the bicentennial of his birth.
Grant was the most famous person in America, considered by most citizens to be equal in stature to George Washington and
Abraham Lincoln. Yet today his monuments are rarely visited, his military reputation is overshadowed by that of Robert E. Lee,
and his presidency is permanently mired at the bottom of historical rankings. In an insightful blend of biography and cultural
history, Joan Waugh traces Grant's shifting national and international reputation, illuminating the role of memory in our
understanding of American history. She captures a sense of what led nineteenth-century Americans to overlook Grant's obvious
faults and hold him up as a critically important symbol of national reconciliation and unity. Waugh further shows that Grant's
reputation and place in public memory closely parallel the rise and fall of the northern version of the Civil War story--in which
the United States was the clear, morally superior victor and Grant was the symbol of that victory. After the failure of
Reconstruction, the dominant Union myths about the war gave way to a southern version that emphasized a more sentimental
remembrance of the honor and courage of both sides and ennobled the ''lost Cause.'' By the 1920s, Grant's reputation had
plummeted. Most Americans today are unaware of how revered Grant was in his lifetime. Joan Waugh uncovers the reasons
behind the rise and fall of his renown, underscoring as well the fluctuating memory of the Civil War itself.
An excellent and diligently researched biography of Julia Boggs Dent Grant (1826-1902), the wife of the 18th President of the
United States, Ulysses S. Grant, and First Lady of the United States from 1869 to 1877. An active participant in presidential
matters, The First Lady was widely regarded to possess tremendous strength of character, sharing in the mixed fortunes of her
husband, promoting his welfare, loved and cared for her family, and fulfilled her patriotic duty as First Lady. She reveled in her
role as hostess to the nation, and by all accounts brought warmth and a home-like atmosphere to the White House. Includes
over 15 B&W illustrations.
Who Was Ulysses S. Grant?
The Story of a Friendship That Changed America
Summary, Analysis & Review of Ronald C. Whites American Ulysses
Lincoln's Greatest Speech
American Ulysses
Vicksburg
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